The implication-realization model hypothesizes that emotional syntax in music is a product of two expectation systems-one top down, the other bottom up. Syntactic mismatch or conflict in realizations can occur either within each system or between them. The theory argues that interruption or suppression of parametric expectations generated separately by the two systems explains certain types of recurrent aesthetic strategies in melodic composition and accounts for the most common kinds of musical forms (AAA, AAB, ABB, ABC, and ABA).
Introduction
It is widely accepted that affect and arousal stem from the interruption and/or release of psychological tendencies (Rosner, 1988) . As Mandler (1964 Mandler ( , 1984 admirably demonstrates, arguments for this view have a long and impressive history (Angier, 1927; Dewey, 1894 Dewey, , 1895 Hebb, 1946 Hebb, , 1949 Herbart, 1816 Herbart, /1891 Miller, Galanter, &c Pribram, 1960; Paulhan, 1887 Paulhan, , 1930 Schachter &C Singer, 1962) . There is, he insists (1984, p. 171) , "no available evidence against the hypothesis that the interruption of highly organized activities generates autonomie arousal."
Yet, because the correlation between measure of arousal and felt emotion is low, arousal is apparently not a necessary condition for emotion (see Reisenzein, 1983; summarized in Frijda, 1986) . Some emotions, for instance-particularly those resulting from syntactic noncongruencesmay be purely cognitive in origin and thus involve no physiological arousal. In these cases, the perceiver's appraisal of expectation forms a "cognitive background that holds relevant coding categories in readiness and upon which events impinge" (Frijda, 1986, p. 326) . Even when emotional response appears outwardly as a state of active, relational, intentional, and controlled readiness (Frijda, 1986) vis-à-vis some particular Music theory largely conceives confl nal as either interruptions or stylis pectations, owing to Leonard B. Me emotion (1956; see also Meyer, 1973 instance, the syntactic affect (!) of partly dependent on its deviation fro of C-Et-G, as shown in Figure la .1 O that the melodic C-EI> stylistically ev in a highly common, parametric com utility in the cognitive invocation of (Rumelhart & Ortony, 1977) . Meyer himself (1973, p. 213 ) cog mismatch view of musical affect: "t and the excitement of its compleme cantly dependent on the deviation o archetype or schema of which it is importance of top-down schemata discussed today (e.g., Bharucha, 1 wood, 1986; Gjerdingen, 1988; Krum endoff, 1983; Rosner & Meyer, 1 Researchers in musical cognition, h gued for the necessity of nonschemat Feroe, 1981; Deutsch, 1982 ; Fran seems likely, therefore, that bottomalso entail affective possibilities of then, must contribute to musical af
The Two Expectation Systems
The implication-realization model expostulated here (N 1983, 1984, 1989a, 1989b, 1990, 1992 , in press) hypoth neous top-down and bottom-up input systems as theoreti Following philosophical and psychological arguments m (1983; for criticisms of Fodor, see Jackendoff, 1987 , pp model conceives such perceptual-cognitive systems as only connected and thus governed by rules that are ineliminabl
The top-down system is flexible, variable, and empirically listeners constructively match and compare representativ current input. Schemata range from highly instantiated p plexes within a style (e.g., the contexted C-Ets in Figure 1 generalized structurings of the elementary materials of a sty step hierarchies in tonal music). Musically, this top-down into intra-and extraopus style, where both prior learning be to a piece and immediate learning during a piece influenc
In contrast, the bottom-up mode constitutes an automatic, preprogrammed, "brute" system that operates on parame (e.g., intervals, registral directions, durations, perceptual con dissonances).3 1 will also argue that the bottom-up system pr similarity and formal difference. As Jackendoff (in press marizes, the bottom-up system always attends to music as countering it for the very first time. Put another way, b ception is, in some fundamental sense, impervious to con Bregman, 1990) and thus the invocation of previously le structural obtrusion.
Given these general hypotheses -that two separate expec interact yet remain independent-it follows that conflict, interruption can occur either within the bottom-up syste top-down system, or between the two systems themselve each of these in turn.
2. Terminologically, the words implication and realization are obj glosses for subjective expectation and confirmation. Denial of realization for the notion of interruption and/or conflict.
3. 1 say "perceptual consonances and dissonances because top-down ing also influences our harmonic cognitions of stability and instability. F for instance, listeners typically interpret harmonic sixths in early mus sonant side of the ledger, whereas, from the bottom up, such sixths pe I believe, to the realm of consonance. One other point: the category var parametric primitives rationalistically suggest various types of syntactic by which one can measure degrees of implication, degrees of realization (and thus surprise), and degrees of closure and nonclosure (see Narm [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
The Basic Melodic Theory of
According to the implication-realiz melody the bottom-up system gener fecting registral direction and inter tion) of both, one, or none of these corresponding effects in the syntact present.4 Two specific hypotheses in the model underlie the bottom-up system. The first is that of continuation. It says, all other top-down stylistic and parametric things being equal, that small intervals imply a continuation of registral direction and a continuation of intervallic similarity. It also says that realizations of these patterns function nonclosurally. Psychologically, this hypothesis of continuation rests on the bottom-up Gestalt laws of similarity, proximity, and common fate or common direction (Pomerantz, 1981) . Such laws govern the organization of processes and iterations in melodic patterns.5
In terms of subconscious expectation, I symbolize this hypothesis of continuation in the following way: if a + a in registral direction or intervallic motion occurs, then listeners expect another a (see Figure 2 , where the arrow means "implies," signifying nonclosure; the small letters refer to the proximity between individual tones).6
The second hypothesis, that of reversal, says, ceteris paribus, that large intervals imply a change in registral direction (up/down, down/up, up/ lateral, or down/lateral) and a differentiated change in intervallic motion from large to small.7 In terms of function, realization of reversal creates closure (whether articulative, and thus remaining wholly on the level of its occurrence; or formational, and thus portending a higher level but not reaching it; or transformational and thus actually creating a new hierarchical level). Implication and realization of reversal thus stand theoretically opposite the registral and intervallic functional properties of continuation (i.e., opposite the unclosed a 4-a 4-a realizations of process).
We may symbolize the hypothesis of reversal in the following way: if a 4-b in pitch occurs, then listeners expect c in terms of registral direction 4. Durational, harmonic, and metric patternings may, however, strengthen, weaken, or even suppress completely implications generated from the bottom up.
5. I use the word "process" here to refer to specific parametric patterns of registral and intervallic motion, not to complex combinations of many parameters.
6. As Figure 2 shows, melodic implication is also place-specific (in terms of metric level) and duration-specific (two quarter notes imply a tone of another duration at least at the quarter-note level).
7. As with "process," I use the word "reversal" to refer to parametric relations in melody alone (registral direction and intervallic motion) rather than to complex parametric combinations. and intervallic motion (see Figure 3 , where the tail catching the arrow of implication signifies realization and closure).8 Since psychology only preliminarily grounds the concept of reversal, reversal basically occupies the status of a symmetrical construct in the theory (for the psychological evidence supporting the implicative concepts of melodic reversal and melodic continuation in the model, see Krumhansl, in press; also reported in Krumhansl &c Schellenberg, 1990). 9 Conflict within the Bottom-Up System From these two hypotheses, one is led to posit complete or partial denials of implied realization. Thus, theoretically, in terms of the bottom-up input system in melody, interruption of either registral direction or intervallic motion or both will entail some degree of surprise.10 For instance, in Figure 4 , both a typical escape-tone pattern (F-G-E, up/ down) and a somewhat "distant" neighboring-tone pattern (C-A-C, down/ up) create a mildly satisfying aesthetic configuration. Both patterns do so because, according to the theory, they realize the expected intervallic similarity (A + A, small interval to small interval, arrow to tail) while denying the implied registral direction (symbolized by the slash following the arrow: i.e., the up/down or down/up of the A + Bs in Figure 4 should, according to the theory, have continued in similar registral fashion as A + A, as up/up or down/down). Note here symbologically that capital letters refer to registral and intervallic relations between any pair of ad- 8 . Note that what in retrospect looks like a + b + b in terms of pitch pairs is really in prospect a + b + c in terms of the overall relation among all three notes. That is, each pair of tones makes an interval, and it is the emergent property of intervallic relations that determine similarity (A + A) and difference (A + B) -and thus the ascription of letters to individual pitches.
9. Process and reversal form two of the basic melodic archetypes of the theory. For the whole theory, the interested reader should consult Narmour (1990 Narmour ( , 1992 .
10. Of course, by the word "surprise" I do not refer here to global events that shock but rather to tiny jolts that mildly (and pleasantly) alter the operations of our neuronal pathways. In, its mode of criticism, music theory is a science concerned with extreme psychological subtlety. jacent pitches. And observe that, although any two pitches establish a registral direction, intervallic motion entails a relation among three adjacent pitches.
Likewise, given the same beginning from a small interval, an ascending pattern that unexpectedly leaps creates an agreeable syntactic effect. The reason is that, although the ensuing leap realizes the expected registral continuation (A + A), it denies the implied intervallic motion of small interval to small interval (i.e., differentiation from small interval to large interval [A + B] replaces the implied intervallic similarity; see Figure 5 ). Of course, denial ( = interruption) of both implied intervallic motion and registral direction initiated from a small interval also occurs, as Figure 6 illustrates. Note here in measure 2 the denial of the implied, similar intervallic motion (in the context of D major) but not the denial of registral direction (up is followed by up). In terms of the theory of the bottom-up system, large initial intervals admit the same kinds of intervallic and registral interruptions (see Figure 7 ).11 11. Indeed, by taking into account the intervallic and registral variables, one discovers eight different kinds of structures that will parse almost all melodic patterns to be found (I say "almost" because three other archetypal structures must be added to this list: registral return, dyad, and monad). Elsewhere, I have given these structures names and analytical symbols according to their prospective and retrospective nature (see Narmour, 1990 Narmour, , 1992 . A schema theorist might ask why such archetypal structures are not themselves simply highly abstract schemata (generic mental structures) rather than products of a bottom-up, input processing system. Space does not permit me to go into this discussion here, but the interested reader should see part 1 of Narmour (1990) . For the general psychological arguments why the world of cognition and perception cannot be reduced to schemata, the reader should consult Fodor (1983). Such partial realizations of hypothesized registral direct vallic motion, incidentally, should not be confused with t pitch alone, the surprise of which depends in part on a to ness of mode. Figure 8 , for instance, begins similarly to Figu belongs somewhat to the same schema-a schema in w minor third (the C-Et) in this style, this register, this timb and so forth invariably evokes degrees Î-3 of the minor m to, say, degrees 3-5, 2-4, or 7-2 of the major mode). But 1982, 1986) . Of course, in such melodic realizations the c in eventually becomes predictable and thus, after a certa no more surprise, allowing the perceptual-cognitive system from the expected a + b + c, as it were.13
Theorists (e.g., Toch, 1977) and psycholQgists (e.g., Do wood, 1986) have long recognized that steps frequent (a + b + b + b) . And, as we see, it is also true that leaps f steps (a + a + a + b; again see Toch, 1977) . The common similar intervals preceding or following differentiated ones aesthetically effective compositional strategies-ones w realizations go against implications generated within the tem.
13. Note that, discontiguously, the end of each pattern forms a near registral (a') with the beginning tone. In short, the bottom-up compositional strategies discussed earlier with reference to implied intervallic motion and implied registral direction in melody also apply to the phenomenon of form on all hierarchical levels.
Significantly, this means that the aesthetic effect of form partly originates in the bottom-up system. One typically finds, for instance, differentiating formal change (A + A + B) breaking off melodic-harmonic sequences, where A -I-A implies another A (see Figure 12a) . Likewise, bar-forms (A + A H-B), legion in all styles and recognized throughout music history, aesthetically terminate the bottom-up system's forms of A + A implying A (see Figure 12b ).14 14. Note that Figure 15a Equally common as an aesthetic interruption is the form of (echo and near echo), such as that in Figure 13 . Here, in ter bottom-up, brute system, the initial form of A + B implies differentiation (C). What one gets instead is a surprising, ec tition (B). 15 Such ABB forms occur frequently in late opera-seria arias a classic symphonies written between 1750 and 1770 (see Wei Contemporaneous theorists recognized them as well. The eig century theorist Heinrich Christoph Koch (1781 Koch ( -1793 Koch ( /1983 , for instance, describes such repetitions as melodic "appendice that they emphasize the meaning of the phrase. nitively, they can come to function as learned generic schemata.16 That is, from the top down, experienced listeners would, over time, learn to project differentiation (B) from an initial A + A form (as in the analysis above the music in Figure 15a ; note in measures 3-4 how the form appears on two different levels [AAB = BBC]). Likewise, experienced listeners would also learn to project formal similarity (B or B') from an initial A 4-B (as in Figure 15b ).
Observe in measure 3 of Figure 15a , however, that the A + A on the beat level also formally functions as B -h B in conjunction with the A at the bar level in measure 2 (shown underneath the music). Neatly dovetailing ABB with BBC-and zigzagging hierarchically from a higher to a lower and back up to a higher level-the overall formal configuration of 16 . Schemata exist on all levels, from highly abstract, generic categories, relational families, and prototypes (e.g., the known forms of music) to more concrete configurations (e.g., common tonal schemes, as in Schenker's various Brechungen structuring the Ursatz), to highly specific instantiations. It seems unlikely to me, however, that listeners track more than three (or possibly four) levels of formal expectations at a time (depending on the inherent parametric complexity). Observe that while it may appear contradictory to say that A + A implies both A (bottom up, innate) and B (top down, learned), such possibilities cause no ongoing perceptual-cognitive ambiguity to the listener.
For the top-down, learned system suppresses the bottom-up, innate system. But of course such suppression is not complete because both psychological systems are always independently operative.17 For both cognitive stylistic mapping (top down) and perceptual processing (bottom up) are necessary to cope with, understand, and assimilate novel events.18 Aesthetically, when implications between top-down and bottom-up systems conflict, the top-down system simply reduces the disruptive effect and thus the degree of surprise. Figure 17 sums up the reciprocal symmetry between the two systems (a horizontal dashed line separates the two systems; crossing arrows show how the two systems generate the same form, although in different columns; note that formal implications in the top-down system are learned, whereas those in the bottom-up system are, in terms of the theory, innate).19 17. This differs from what some psychologists argue (e.g., Navon, 1977) . 18 . By itself, the top-down system is, of course, not only fallible but also inefficient in dealing with novel stimuli and unpredictable contexts.
19. Carried within this dual system is an explanation for style change based on both top-down learning and bottom-up perception and cognition. 
The Problem of Falsifiability
Although the preceding formulation presents no cognitive difficulty for the listener (owing to top-down's suppression of bottom up), it does seem to create a problem for the theory itself. For what would constitute a falsifiable demonstration? That is AAA, ABC, AAB, and ABB seem formally to account for almost everything (except for formal return [ABA] , to be discussed). But we know from the history of science that any time a theory appears to explain too much, a demonstrable procedure of falsifiability becomes epistemologically necessary.
As we recognize that AAA (continuation, repetition), AAB (bar from, differentiation, digression), and ABB (echo) represent some of the most common kinds of musical forms, the problem of music theory, therefore, is to explain why certain kinds of forms seem to correlate with certain kinds of parametric contexts. Both diachronically and synchronically, such correspondence must depend on some profound historicopsychological interrelation between the various aesthetic parametric configurations and the types of possible musical forms that exist. For certain kinds of parametric structurings must make certain kinds of syntactic formal arrangements aesthetically implausible and thus cognitively scarce. Currently, however, the field of music theory has only very vague notions about what such interrelations might look like and what theoretical principles might psychologically govern them.
That being said, it should nevertheless be psychologically feasible to test the formal claims of the model in connection with perceived aesthetic effect in melodic syntax. If in a previously established melody, for instance, we knew, on average, how both experienced and naive listeners rated the surprise of, say, a descending leap pattern, then, for the experiment rupting leap to terminate both contex formal differentiation (. . . AB). Acco A + A forms of similarity are supp and thus facilitate expectation, so we diminish the aesthetic effect of the s manipulating the size of the leap, th of the terminating tone, the charac number of repetitions preceding the ple versus complex), the amount and d so forth would produce monotonie In any case, before assenting com aesthetic formal syntax outlined h evidence and theoretical arguments falsifiability.
Top-Down Suppression of Pa
But to return to the main discuss Figure 18a , At-Dt in 18 the top-down learned system, the f form to a known schema, a recogn down/up motion-whereby the near the initial and terminal tones of sc causing the experienced listener no direction but also a downward leap At the same time, however, the ae continuing use throughout differen bottom-up system, where registral To repeat: the conflicting noncong down systems explains the aesthet of certain kinds of interruptive str 20. Scale steps, in my view, are "atomic sc [1977] ). See the discussion in Narmour (199 nature of such examples. however, that the top-down invocation of schema here is highly dependent on conformant instantiation. For instance, the last melody in this group of examples (Figure 18d ) seems to resemble all the other three cases in terms of melodic contour (down/up/down-a-skip), but its top-down style involves a very different sense of scale step. Hence, its first three tones do not activate in the same degree in the listener the expectation of a large, descending dramatic leap.21 In other words, in Figure 18d , the descending leap is, from the top-down perspective, slightly more surprising than the leaps of Figure 18a -c.
The phenomenon of suppression, whereby a relevant, top-down, learned formal schema inhibits the bottom-up implications of the various parameters belonging to it, can help explain strategies of musical development. In Figure 19 , for instance, the aesthetic impact of the A in measure 6 results from the ascending line "breaking out" of the suppression caused by the mimicking repetition of the first phrase. That is, the listener initially expects the E-F(t-G in the first phrase to ascend to A, according to the 21. Schema invocation is like a conditioned response to an opérant stimulus. And classical studies of conditioning involving combinational stimuli (as found in music) show that response and expectancy are highly dependent on perceptual conformance. This does not mean, of course, that we overlook the constructive nature of schema invocation. For schema mapping and expectation are not simply isomorphic, mirroring activities. Rather, once activated, they "spread" downward, from high-level abstractions to lower-level concretizations. Fig. 19 . Dvorak, Symphony No. 9, IV (Allegr bottom-up system governing paramet ever, the listener stylistically "learns" h in this movement) that E-F|t-G is to r highly specific schematic instantiation t at the beginning of the second phrase (m of A emerges as a potent aesthetic ev Replete with aesthetic affect, parametr stylistic expectations exist everywhere i ple melodic conflicts at local levels to ning whole works.22 In Figure 20a , for (!) on Dt in measure 3-denying the i measures 1-2 of the antecedent phras in the consequent phrase. The repetit makes the change in registral directio (symbolized with the null, 0). Thus, th (Figure 20b ) begins as if a full, mimic suddenly, the learned suppression itse the originally implied ascent (continuing of the bottom-up system, as it were). T follows the same aesthetic strategy, exc sudden realization take place locally.
The Origin of Formal Retu
Although there is much to say abou portant form of all -its aesthetic affec emerges from a unique interaction bet down systems. For in terms of bottoma contiguously differentiated event (C serves as a surprise. But in terms of top as a discontiguous event of similarity in this connection as well (see Figure   22 . Indeed, there seem in melodic syntax strategies-"immediate gratification" (such as ification" (such as we find in Classicism). As mu degree of attention and a longer memory span Thus, the realization of formal return (ABA) aesthetically A 4-B implying C and A + B + B denying C.23 And this argues is so satisfying: it, and only it, integrates the strategies and generated within both the bottom-up and top-down systems. P is why theorists like Koch (1781 Koch ( -1793 Koch ( /1983 see that formal return alone is a necessary and sufficient conditio unity. Figure 22 illustrates how the two systems create the aesthetic effect of formal return. Of course, all the earlier remarks concerning the problem of theoretical falsifiability apply here as well.
23. Among the most interesting discrepancies within the bottom-up system are those in which parametric expectations conflict with formal expectations. Space, however, does not permit me to discuss this complication here. 
Systems of Musical Implication 21
Conflict and Mismatch within the Top-Down Sys
The top-down mapping of style on musical expectation and i on aesthetic effect come both from within and without a musical composition. Repetitions of events within a piece establish the perceptual relevance of intraopus style structures, whereas replications of events previously heard in other compositions cognitively produce impinging extraopus style structures. Although the humanistic term "style structure" and the cognitive words "musical schema" signify the same thing, the word "style" is not psychologically redundant. For it reminds us that listeners invoke schemata both "inside" and "outside" a piece, which is to say, call upon style from both the intraopus and extraopus perspective.
Three types of schema interruption and mismatch are possible. First, the norms of stylistic expectation within a specific piece may conflict (e.g., one form of intraopus repetition may vie with another). Second, such norms may conflict between two or more evoked styles (e.g., intraopus repetition may compete with extraopus replication). And third, mismatch may occur within the relevant extraopus style itself (e.g., one replicated continuation may conflict with another). For the listener, repetition within a piece (intraopus style) is cognitively concrete and thus of great perceptual immediacy, so implications generated within intraopus style usually take precedence over conflicting ones emanating from extraopus style.24 Figure 23 subtly illustrates the possibilities of schematic conflict within the top-down system. Melodically, concerning the intraopus style of measures 17-18, the repeated upbeat C-D to measure 19 seems to imply El). However, an intraopus stylistic mismatch is present because, harmonically, in measures 15-16 and in two other previous places (mm. 2-3 and 9-10), an upbeat in this configuration implies the minor mode. Hence, the listener also envisions Et as a possible succession to C-D.
In addition, changing mode from major to parallel minor is not at all unusual in the Romantic period. Thus, here such change supports the expectation of an Ek Further, because in measures 18-19 the move from C major to C minor lies within the expected extraopus style, a conflicting mismatch between intraopus and extraopus style thus also exists.
24. But not always; for an instance, see the discussion of the second movement of Brahms's Double Concerto for Violin and Cello in Narmour (1990) . One other point: the style structures ( = schemata) that all experienced listeners share exist only at the abstract, generic level; yet, paradoxically, the style structures most relevant to any given listening experience-an'd thus the ones easiest to analyze and study empirically-take place on the foreground level. intraopus and extraopus stylistic mismatch in this example rem art music will withstand considerable repetition before saturat reduction of aesthetic effect set in. For, as expectancy learning (i.e., as one learns to predict the course of a musical patter that one should cease to be surprised. Yet, the fact is, one the same piece over and over, with continuing aesthetic de 1967, pp. 42-53).
The top-down system, with its vast potential for various c sibilities of intraopus and extraopus stylistic mismatch and con explains why musical repetition and replication remain aest perceptually viable. In short, the top-down system lends su many and various explanations arguing why the inherent c "great" music offsets the conditioning of repeated listenin (Dowling & Harwood, 1986; Jackendoff, 1987; Meyer, 1 1966) .
The bottom-up system hypothesized by the implication-realization model offers further evidence why repetition does not completely diminish musical richness. For the learned, top-down system never completely penetrates or controls the bottom-up, "brute" system. That is, the bottom-up system always generates parametric and formal implications, regardless of the influence of the invoked stylistic schema. The listener thus continually experiences parametric denial and suppression of implication as an interruption and thus as an aesthetic surprise. Further, as frequency of repetition of a particular style structure or schema decreases, causing the listener's memory to undergo change and decay, the bottom-up system vis-à-vis perception and cognition reverts to its original strength before the learning of the style structure. This syntactically explains why all music lovers have had the reflexive experience of relistening to well-known, but temporarily discarded pieces with a renewed sense of aesthetic delight and emotional pleasure.
Yet, although many psychologists argue that sophisticated listeners desire complexity through schema discrepancy (e.g., Berlyne, 1971) , other scholars and scientists have argued that naive listeners prefer simplicity through stylistic repetition and schematic replication (Smith & Melara, in press; Kraehenbuehl & Coons, 1959) .26
Thus, it remains to be seen how one might account for the evidence 26. Berlyne (1971) says that sophisticated humans desire arousal but notes that when interruption exceeds a certain limit, interest falls off. There is a stylistic explanation for this. For when denial of implication ( = interruption) itself becomes an intraopus stylistic norm, a piece ceases to be interesting-as uninteresting as saturated repetition. Excessive denial of learned expectations is probably one of the problems that plagues contemporary music.
concerning the naive listener's percep That fact, however-that for some every time-requires more researc future article.28 27. In a paper of limited scope, such as this Concerning the aesthetic syntax of melody, conflicts between implications occurring on and prospective orientation, conflicts betw between accelerated or delayed location of im reader may wish to consult Narmour, 199 28. A shortened and simplified version o ternational Conference on Music Percepti 1989. I thank Saul Sternberg and Thomas
